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ITALY’S SNAM TAPS OWNERS FOR SMALL-SCALE FSRU AND 

LNG CARRIER FOR SARDINIA 

The energy company is progressing its second project for the Mediterranean island as it lines up vessels for its first terminal. 
Italian energy company Snam is pursuing a second floating storage and regasification unit-based LNG import terminal for the 
Mediterranean island of Sardinia as it moves to lock in additional vessels for its first facility there. 
Snam lines up its first FSRU for Sardinia and details ships needed for imports 
Those following the business said Snam has sent out a requirement to shipowners for a 25,000-cbm FSRU. They said the 
unit is for deployment in Porto Torres in the north of Sardinia. As there are no open regas units of this size currently available, 
one indicated that the requirement would need to be filled by a barge-based newbuilding or conversion. Full details on the 
scheduling for the project have yet to emerge. Separately, Snam is understood to be in the market with a tender for a 30,000-
cbm LNG carrier. This is required to serve the company’s planned LNG import terminal for Portovesme in the south of Sardinia. 
This project is more advanced than the Porto Torres facility. Snam is understood to have secured a planned FSRU for the 
Portovesme development. 
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SNAM invites interest on FSRU for Sardinian project 
In December, TradeWinds reported that Snam senior vice president for LNG Elio Ruggeri, who was speaking at a conference, 
said the company was ready to award a contract for this FSRU but declined to name the vessel involved. TradeWinds has 
contacted Snam for further information about the two tenders and details on the vessel selected to work as the FSRU for 
Portovesme. This publication has previously reported that SNAM, which has been appointed by the Italian government to 
develop the Portovesme project, is seeking a full-sized FSRU for this facility rather than a small-scale unit as this would prove 
easier to source. Under its original proposal, Snam officials have said the company plans to ship in LNG cargoes from Italy’s 
two LNG terminals — OLT Offshore Toscana’s Livorno FSRU, the 137,000-cbm FSRU Toscana (built 2013); and the onshore 
Panagalia LNG facility. The company plans to use a 30,000-cbm and a 7,500-cbm ship for these and appears to have gone 
out to the market already for the larger-sized vessel. Shipments would be discharged at the planned Portovesme and Porto 
Torres terminals.  
Germany plans fourth FSRU as pressure mounts to ditch Russian gas rises 

The Portovesme import terminal to the southwest of the island would provide gas to restart Eurallumina’s existing aluminium 
works and convert an Enel-controlled power plant from coal to gas.Ruggeri also said in December that there is an opportunity 
for an onshore import facility on the central west coast of the island at Oristano. The network of LNG import terminals dubbed 
the “Sardinia virtual pipeline project” will allow the island to buy Italian gas after a study found this to be the most cost-effective 
way to move away from coal, LPG and fuel oil. 
Avenir LNG delivers first cargo to new Sardinia terminal 
Under the plan, the new facilities are due to be in operation by 2025 to dovetail with the planned phase-out of other fuels. 
Sardinia saw its first land-based LNG import terminal open in 2021, when Avenir LNG fired up its Higas terminal that it owns 
with Italy’s Gas & Heat and CPL Concordia. The facility is located near Oristano, on the island’s mid-west coastline to the 
north of Portovesme. Source : www.tradewindsnews.com 

 
FIRST VESSEL LINES UP FOR SNOHVIT TERMINAL 

Equinor’s facility last exported a cargo in 2020, after a fire shut down operations. A first LNG carrier has signalled Norway’s 
Snohvit LNG terminal as its destination, suggesting that the liquefaction plant is preparing to resume exports after being offline 
for 19 months. 
Germany plans fourth FSRU as pressure mounts to ditch Russian gas rises 

Eikland Energy data service iGIS/LNG said the 142,929-cbm Arctic Voyager (built 2006) is due to arrive at the Melkoya 
Island terminal to the north of Hammerfest plant on 9 May. The data provider said that other vessels dedicated to serving the 
Snohvit facility also appear ready for action. The 142,612-cbm Arctic Discoverer (built 2006) is currently anchored off the Gate 
LNG terminal, while the 147,208-cbm Arctic Lady (built 2006) is off Sines in Portugal. The 4.3-million-tonne-per-annum 
Snohvit LNG plant has been offline for 19 months since a fire broke out in one of its turbines on 28 September 2020. Large 
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amounts of seawater used in tackling the blaze damaged other auxiliary systems such as electrical equipment and cables in 
the plant. A planned restart in October 2021 was later pushed back to March 2022 and then postponed until May. Snohvit 
operator Equinor blamed this on the scope of the repair work required and Covid-19 restrictions. The project, which started 
operations in 2007, last exported a cargo on 9 September 2020, also aboard the Arctic Voyager. 
Gasunie and Vopak team up for green hydrogen terminal projects 
Snohvit LNG has suffered a series of problems since its start-up. The Norwegian Petroleum Safety Authority reported a total 
of 178 “undesired incidents” at the plant, with 68 of them comprising gas leaks, discharges and cases of fire. The restart of 
the plant, whose volumes are sold on long-term contracts, comes as Europe steps up its search for LNG volumes as it moves 
to shift away from Russian pipeline gas supplies. Source : www.tradewindsnews.com 
 
CHINA’S CNOOC DOUBLES UP ON LNG NEWBUILDINGS WITH 

NYK LINE SEXTET 

China National Offshore Oil Corp is growing its gas shipping fleet after signing up to purchase US LNG volumes. Japanese 
shipowner NYK Line has signed up to build six LNG carrier newbuildings worth a total of CNY 8bn ($1.2bn) at Hudong-
Zhonghua Shipbuilding (Group) in China against charters with China National Offshore Oil Corp (CNOOC). 
China's Hudong-Zhonghua wins largest ever LNG carrier order 
Revealing the deal, newbuilding players said the order prices the 174,000-cbm ships at over $201m each, which is nearly 
$5m more than the previous vessels for CNOOC at the yard but below the $220m figure being paid for LNG newbuildings in 
South Korea. Confirming the orders and charters on 2 May, NYK said the long-term time-charter contract  with CNOOC Gas 
and Power Singapore Trading & Marketing and shipbuilding contracts with the yard were inked on 28 April. NYK said this is 
the first long-term time-charter contract for an LNG carrier with CNOOC. The shipowner said the six vessels, which will be 
fitted with X-DF2.1 engines, are scheduled to be delivered between 2026 and 2027 and will be mainly engaged in LNG 
transportation to China. NYK said it has also signed a project heads of agreement with a subsidiary of China Merchants Energy 
Shipping Co to own and manage the vessels jointly. In January, Hudong-Zhonghua — until this year China’s only yard for 
large LNG carrier construction — won orders for a series of six 174,000-cbm LNG vessels from Mitsui OSK Lines that were 
contracted against charters with CNOOC.The ships were priced at CNY 7.5bn ($1.18bn) in total — or about $197m each — 
and are due for delivery between 2024 and 2026.In early March, TradeWinds reported that Hudong-Zhonghua was expected 
to snare a further six LNG carriers for CNOOC.The Chinese LNG importing giant originally invited at least 10 shipowners to 
submit bids on LNG carriers last year, offering 10-year charter deals on the ships.Shipowners including BW LNG, Dynagas 
and NYK were among those bidding for the work. 
Chinese yards to snare more domestic LNG carrier orders 
CNOOC has been beefing up its LNG purchases and building out storage capacity in China. In mid-2021, CNOOC started its 
LNG shipping expansion with an order for three vessels at Hudong-Zhonghua. In December, CNOOC signed two LNG supply 
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deals with Louisiana liquefaction developer Venture Global LNG, marking its first such agreement with a US exporter. These 
cover a total of 3.5 million tonnes per annum of LNG. Source : www.tradewindsnews.com 
 
CHENIERE STRIKES DEAL TO BRING CANADIAN GAS TO LNG 

MARKET 

A subsidiary of Cheniere Energy, the largest US exporter of LNG, has inked a long-term integrated production marketing (IPM) 
gas supply deal with a unit of ARC Resources to bring Canadian gas to the international market. Under the IPM agreement, 
Cheniere Energy subsidiary Corpus Christi Liquefaction Stage III will purchase 140,000 mmbtu per day (mmbtu/day) over a 
15-year term from ARC Resources US Corp. The deal will commence with commercial operations of Train 7 of the Corpus 
Christi Stage III Project. The LNG associated with this gas supply, approximately 0.85 mta will be marketed by Cheniere. 
Cheniere will pay ARC US an LNG-linked price for its gas, based on the Platts Japan Korea Marker, after deductions for fixed 
LNG shipping costs and a fixed liquefaction fee. The IPM agreement is subject to Corpus Christi Stage III making a positive 
FID to construct the Corpus Christi Stage III Project. “We are pleased to enter into this long-term IPM agreement with one of 
Canada’s largest natural gas producers, enabling Canadian natural gas to reach international markets,” said Cheniere president 
and chief executive Jack Fusco. “This commercial agreement further demonstrates Cheniere’s ability to create collaborative, 
innovative tailored solutions that meet the needs of our customers. This IPM agreement with ARC US is expected to provide 
additional support to the Corpus Christi Stage III Project, which we expect to reach FID this summer.” The Corpus Christi 
Stage III Project is being developed to include up to seven midscale liquefaction trains with a total expected nominal production 
capacity of over 10 mta. This would raise the capacity of the Corpus Christi Liquefaction to 25 mta. source : www.rivieramm.com 

 
PETRONAS-CHARTERED MIDSIZE LNG CARRIER COMPLETES 

GAS TRIALS 

China’s Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding recently completed gas trials on the first of two midsize LNG carrier newbuilds built 
for long-term charter to Petronas. Completion of gas trials on the LNG carrier Lagenda Suria is one of the final stages before 
delivery to its owner K-Line. With a capacity of 79,960 m3, the LNG carrier was loaded in mid-March at Shanghai No. 5 Gou 
Gas Station in advance, completing the cargo hold cool down. Flying the Singapore flag, Lagenda Suria will be on charter to 
Petronas for 12 years, which holds an option for an additional 12 years. Lagenda Suria and its sister vessel will transport LNG 
from Malaysia to Shenergy in China, starting in 2022. Built to ABS class, Lagenda Suria has an overall length of 239 m and 
beam of 37 m, with GTT NO96 membrane containment system technology and WinGD X-DF dual-fuel, Otto-cycle propulsion. 
Elsewhere in the gas sector, South Korean shipbuilders added three more newbuilding orders for the LNG sector. Japanese 
owner Mitsui OSK Lines (MOL) booked two 170,520-m3 LNG carriers from Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering during 
week 17, 2022, according to BRL Weekly Newbuilding Contracts. Each vessel will have an overall length of 250 m, beam of 
46 m, depth of 27 m and draught of around 13 m, and fly the Marshall Islands flag. Nine LNG newbuilds are on order for 
MOL, with the latest two secured at US$198M apiece. These LNG carriers will be delivered in August and November 2026, 
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respectively. Also for the week, BRL reported, “A so far undisclosed owner placed a single very large LNG carrier [order] at 
Hyundai Samho for today’s high price of US$225M. Delivery is set for December 2025.” What is known is the LNG carrier will 
have an overall length of 299 m, beam of 46 m, depth of 27 m and draught of 13 m. Further, it will be outfitted with two 
WinGD 5X72DF dual-fuel, Otto-cycle, low-pressure, two-stroke engines. source : www.rivieramm.com 

 
NYK IN LONG-TERM CHARTER FOR SIX CNOOC LNGC 

NEWBUILDS 
Japanese shipowner Nippon Yusen Kaisha (NYK) Line has signed a contract for six LNG carriers worth a total of ¥8Bn 
(US$1.2Bn) at China’s Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding against charters with China National Offshore Oil Corp (CNOOC). The 
order prices the ships at approximately US$201M each which is nearly US$5M more than the previous vessels for CNOOC at 
the yard, but cheaper than figures being paid for LNG newbuildings in South Korea. The co-owners of this project include 
CNOOC, China Merchants Group and NYK. NYK has signed a project head of agreement with a subsidiary of China Merchants 
Energy Shipping Co. Ltd (CMES), a Chinese shipping company, to jointly own and manage the vessels. The six vessels are 
scheduled to be delivered between 2026 and 2027 and will be mainly engaged in transporting LNG to China. The six 174,000-
m3 vessels are based on the latest generation of Changheng series dual-fuel propulsion LNG ship designs, independently 
developed and designed by Hudong-Zhonghua and tailored for the project. The nearly 300-m long ships have a width of 46 
m and cruise at 19 knots, powered by X-DF iCER dual-fuel engines that can operate on fuel oil or boil off gas stored in vessel 
cargo tanks, and the latest double skeg lines. The newbuilds will be equipped with GTT’s NO96 Super+ cargo containment 
system. This is shipbuilder Hudong-Zhonghua’s third large-scale LNG ship order. In the first four months of 2022, Hudong-
Zhonghua received a record 17 LNG ship orders, surpassing South Korean shipping companies and ranking first in the world. 
China State Shipbuilding Corp (CSSC) general manager Yang Jincheng said CSSC is committed to building LNG carriers and 
emphasised that with large LNG ships as traction, the company will integrate the industrial chain and improve the construction 
capacity and level of LNG ships. Hudong-Zhonghua is a subsidiary of CSSC. CNOOC, China’s largest LNG importer, has 
ramped up purchases and is building a number of 270,000-m3 shoreside storage facilities in Jiangsu province. In December, 
CNOOC tied up a 20-year import deal LNG with US exporter Venture Global. source : www.rivieramm.com 

 
ESTONIA, FINLAND TO JOINT LEASE FSRU 

Estonia's Elering and Gasgrid Finland signed an agreement on May 4 to jointly lease a floating storage and regasification unit 
(FSRU), the companies said in a statement. The FSRU is expected up and running next winter, and will be stationed on 
Finland's south coast, or initially in Estonia if needed gas infrastructure in Finland is not ready by then. The two countries view 
the LNG import project as the fastest means of cutting Russian gas supply as quickly as possible. Estonia, which already 
benefits from access to the Klaipeda regasification terminal in Lithuania, has vowed to end Russian gas imports by the end of 
the year, while Finland's government said in April it could sever energy ties with Russia within months rather than years. The 
two countries' gas markets are connected via the 2.6bn m3/yr Balticconnector pipeline, launched at the start of 2020, which 
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could in theory provide Finland with enough gas to fully satisfy its needs. Gasgrid Finland CEO Olli Sipila said the FSRU 
project was "progressing as planned", praising "the rapid response of the Finnish and Estonian governments to the changed 
situation." The two states signed a memorandum on renting an FSRU in late April. "The common LNG terminal is the next 
step in the list of cooperation projects to ensure the security of supply for Estonian and Finnish consumers," Elering CEO 
Taavi Veskimagi commented. Estonia and Finland are also bracing for a potential cut-off in gas supply by Russia. Moscow 
halted supplies to Bulgaria and Poland in late April, after their refusal to comply with a Russian decree requiring payment for 
Russian gas for rubles, through forced conversion of other currencies at Gazprombank. Estonia and Finland too have said they 
will not follow the decree, putting them at risk of similar action when their bills are due to be paid. In Finland's case, there is 
an added risk that Russia might cut gas supply in response to the country applying for NATO membership. According to 
Reuters, the government will decide whether to apply on May 12. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

AUSSIE EAST COAST LNG EXPORTS UP 3% IN APRIL 

LNG exports from the three projects on the Australian east coast came in at 2.04mn metric tons in April, up 2.5% year/year, 
Gladstone Port Corp said on May 6. The exports were up 2.5% month/month as well. China was the biggest buyer and 
imported 1.07mn mt of LNG, down from 1.37mn mt in the same month last year. South Korea shipped in 222,687 mt of LNG 
as against 296,870 mt in April 2021. Japan imported 373,568 mt of LNG versus 64,706 mt in the previous year. Singapore 
imported 134,954 mt of LNG last month versus 72,265 mt last year. The three east coast projects are Australia Pacific LNG, 
Gladstone LNG and Queensland Curtis LNG. LNG exports from the three projects came in at a record 23.47mn mt in 2021, 
up 4.96% yr/yr. souce : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 
GERMANY CHARTERS TWO FSRUS FROM HOEGH LNG 

Germany's government has signed binding implementation agreements to charter two floating storage and regasification units 
(FSRUs) from Hoegh LNG, the company reported on May 5. Since declaring its plan to phase out Russian gas in the wake 
of Moscow's invasion of Ukraine, the German government has pledged to invest up to €3bn ($3.2bn) in the development of 
four LNG import terminals over the next decade. The projects include two FSRUs due to be deployed in the German port of 
Wilhelmshaven. One is being developed by Uniper and will have a regasification capacity of 10bn m3/year, while a second is 
being advanced by Tree Energy Solutions, and will bring ashore 2.2bn m3/yr of gas. "We are very pleased and honoured to 
be selected by the German government to support Germany's security of energy supply with two of our modern, large-capacity 
FSRUs," Hoegh LNG CEO Thor Jorgen Guttormsen said in a statement. Contracts for the vessels are due to be finalised by 
September or October, Hoegh LNG, with FSRU operations due to start at the end of the year. Two more onshore projects are 
planned elsewhere in Germany. Gasunie has plans for a 8bn m3/yr import facility in Brunsbuttel, while Hanseatic Energy Hub 
wants to develop a 12bn m3/yr plant in Stade. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
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TITAN LNG JOINS SEA-LNG 

Titan LNG will become a member of Sea-LNG, the multi-sector industry coalition established to demonstrate LNG’s benefits 
as a viable marine fuel, Sea-LNG said on May 3. The parties can together help expedite the decarbonisation of the maritime 
sector through impactful advocacy on the use of LNG and its bio and synthetic LNG cousins, Sea-LNG said. Titan LNG and 
fellow Dutch companies Attero and Nordsol recently secured €4.3mn in EU funds to build a 2,400 metric tons/year bio-LNG 
plant which is scheduled to come online in 2023, after which Titan has agreed on an exclusive long-term contract to be the 
project off-taker and supply the bioLNG to the maritime industry. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

TELLURIAN GROWS PRODUCTION IN Q1 2022 

US LNG developer Tellurian, nearing a final investment decision (FID) on the first phase of its 27mn mt/yr Driftwood LNG 
project in Louisiana, said May 4 it ended Q1 2022 with increased natural gas production and nearly $300mn cash on hand. 
“Tellurian’s own natural gas production and sales provide valuable operating cash and a unique advantage to us as a liquefied 
natural gas (LNG) supplier” CEO Octavio Simoes said. “We are nearing net production of 100mn ft3-equivalent/day and plan 
to reach 200mn ft3-e/day by year end.” Tellurian produced 6.1bn ft3 of natural gas from its Haynesville producing assets in 
Q1 2022, up about 24% from 4.8bn ft3 in the previous quarter. At March 31, 2022, its upstream assets included 82 producing 
wells on 13,251 net acres. Gas production is now generating free cash flow to support capital expenditures, Simoes said, and 
Tellurian intends to maintain capex at about $150mn/year now that prime contractor Bechtel has been given a limited notice 
to proceed at Driftwood. “With Bechtel now onsite beginning construction of Driftwood, we are on schedule to begin LNG 
production in 2026,” he added. Tellurian ended Q1 with $296mn of cash and cash equivalents and about $732mn in total 
assets. Natural gas sales generated revenue of about $26mn, up from $8.7mn in Q1 2021, but Tellurian generated a net loss 
of about $67mn in Q1 2022. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 
CHENIERE IN GAS SUPPLY DEAL WITH CANADA’S ARC 

RESOURCES 

US LNG developer Cheniere Energy said May 4 it had entered into a long-term gas supply agreement with Canada’s ARC 
Resources that will deliver 140mn ft3/day of Montney gas to Cheniere’s Corpus Christi Stage III liquefaction project in Texas. 
The integrated production marketing (IPM) agreement mirrors an earlier deal Cheniere struck with Canada’s Tourmaline Oil last 
summer. It’s a 15-year deal that will begin with commercial operations of Train 7 at Corpus Christi Stage III, which incorporates 
seven midscale liquefaction trains with a total capacity of more than 10mn mt/yr. The gas will yield about 0.85mn mt/yr of 
LNG, which Cheniere will market, largely in Asia. ARC Resources will be paid an LNG-linked price for its gas, based on the 
Platts Japan Korea Marker (JKM), after deductions of fixed LNG shipping costs and a fixed liquefaction fee. Lacking access to 
Canadian LNG production capacity, such deals are the only way for Canadian gas producers to tap into lucrative global natural 
gas markets. The IPM agreement remains subject to a final investment decision on Corpus Christi Stage III, which Cheniere 
CEO Jack Fusco said is expected this summer. “We are pleased to enter into this long-term IPM agreement with one of 
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Canada’s largest natural gas producers, enabling Canadian natural gas to reach international markets,” he said. “This 
commercial agreement further demonstrates Cheniere’s ability to create collaborative, innovative tailored solutions that meet 
the needs of our customers.” source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
 
GREECE KICKS OFF WORK ON SECOND LNG TERMINAL 

Greece and Bulgaria held a "kick-off" ceremony on May 3 to mark the start of work on the former's second LNG terminal – a 
5.5bn m3/year floating storage and regasification unit (FSRU) project off the coast of Alexandroupolis. The ceremony was 
attended by Greek prime minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis and his Bulgarian counterpart Kiril Petkov, who co-signed a plaque 
commemorating the project's start. European Council president Charles Michel, Serbian president Aleksandar Vucic and North 
Macedonian president Dimitar Kovacevski, also participated. The Alexandroupolis FSRU is expected to be up and running by 
the end of 2023, its developer Gastrade confirmed in a statement, noting that 60% of its technical capacity had been contracted. 
The project will not only serve consumers in Greece but also in Bulgaria, via the Interconnector Greece-Bulgaria (IGB) pipeline 
due to be completed later this year, as well as other markets in the Balkan region.Gastrade took a final investment decision 
on the project at the end of January. The company's investors include Greek businesswoman Elmina Copelouzou, Greek gas 
companies DESFA and DEPA Commercial, Cypriot LNG carrier operator GasLog and Bulgarian gas transmission operator 
Bulgartransgaz. Gastrade also applied for a licence at the start of March to position a second, 5.5bn m3/yr FSRU off 
Alexandroupolis, known as the Thrace LNG project. The timeframe for Thrace LNG has not been decided on yet. Greece's 
Medgas, meanwhile, has proposed adding a 5.2bn m3/yr FSRU at the Greek port of Volos. That project was greenlit by 
Greek regulators in late March. These new facilities will complement Greece's existing 7bn m3/yr of regasification capacity at 
the Revithoussa LNG terminal. LNG regasification projects across Europe are moving ahead quickly in the wake of Russia's 
invasion of Ukraine, which has prompted EU authorities and national governments to draw up plans to swiftly phase out 
Russian gas supply. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

ENERGY TRANSFER, KOREA'S SK GAS SIGN LNG PACT  

US midstream company Energy Transfer on May 3 announced the execution of a long-term sale and purchase agreement 
(SPA) with South Korea’s SK Gas for the supply of 0.4mn metric tons/year of LNG from its Lake Charles LNG export facility 
in Louisiana. Under the SPA, Energy Transfer will supply LNG to SK Gas on a free-on-board basis. The purchase price is 
indexed to the Henry Hub benchmark plus a fixed liquefaction charge. The agreement is for a term of 18 years, and the first 
deliveries are expected to start as early as 2026. The SPA will become fully effective upon the satisfaction of the conditions 
precedent, including Energy Transfer LNG taking the final investment decision (FID), the company said. This is Energy 
Transfer’s fourth SPA announced in the last four weeks, bringing the total amount of LNG contracted from its Lake Charles 
LNG export facility to 5.1mn mt/yr. “We are excited to announce SK Gas as our first Korean offtake customer,” said Tom 
Mason, president of Energy Transfer LNG. “We are also pleased with the level of interest in our Lake Charles LNG export 
project from international customers who need LNG supply and from domestic natural gas producers who will benefit from 
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expanding US exports of natural gas. These factors increase our confidence for taking FID by the end of this year.” Lake 
Charles LNG export facility will be constructed on the existing brownfield regasification facility and will capitalise on four existing 
LNG storage tanks, two deep water berths and other LNG infrastructure. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 
QATAR PIPS THE US ON LNG EXPORTS LEADERBOARD 
Qatar exported 7.5mn metric tons/year of LNG in April overtaking the US as the world's top LNG exporter, as American output 
slowed to account for reduced heating demand in northern states, Bloomberg reported on May 2. US LNG had risen beyond 
its main global competitors Qatar and Australia last year, and the country was crowned the world's biggest LNG exporter in 
January. Tighter gas markets in Europe, as importers grapple with the impacts of the Ukraine war, could drive stronger demand 
later this year for US LNG exporters on the East Coast. US president Joe Biden has vowed to facilitate additional LNG volumes 
for European customers, to replace Russian gas, and regulators have permitted extra LNG to leave several US export facilities 
in recent weeks. Reuters said LNG exports rose by 16% in March, and the US has numerous liquefaction and export proejcts 
in the works. These include Exxon and Qatar Petroleum's 18mn metric tons/year Golden Pass LNG, due to launch in 2025.  
Glenframe Group's Magnolia LNG will launch two years later, exporting up to 8.8mn mt/yr of LNG into global markets, however 
the project is behind schedule. Venture Global LNG is upping its US LNG export capacity, with the launch of a 20mn metric 
tons/year plant in Louisiana  in 2024, - its second in the south-eastern state. Elsewhere, the 12mn mt/yr Cameron LNG - 
backed by TotalEnergies, Sempra Energy and others - is being upgraded with an additional 6.8mn mt/yr liquefaction train, 
though a final investment decision on the second phase project has not been taken yet. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

WHERE NOW FOR RUSSIAN LNG? 

Russia embarked on a major expansion of its LNG sector well before its invasion of Ukraine, as part of its efforts to diversify 
the reach of its gas exports. It has also invested heavily in the 38bn m3/year Power of Siberia pipeline, which takes gas from 
Russia’s Far East into China. Faced with European energy transition plans gradually to eradicate fossil fuel use, both were 
key elements of Moscow’s ‘pivot’ towards Asia. In February, state gas company Gazprom agreed to construction of the Power 
of Siberia 2 pipeline, which will supply China with gas from fields on the Yamal peninsula. Capacity is planned at around 50bn 
m3/yr. As a result, China could, in time, become Russia’s largest single gas customer. However, if Europe reduces its imports 
of Russian gas as planned – far faster than anticipated under the energy transition – Moscow could end up with less customer 
diversity than before and lower volumes of gas sales. Unless, of course, it can expand its LNG sector, allowing it to reach 
multiple Asian markets and more. 
Slow developer 
Gas exports by pipeline to China come from new fields developed in the country’s Far East and pipeline gas once bound for 
Europe cannot simply be redirected to Asia, but it could be redirected to new liquefaction plants. Just as LNG is a key part of 
the answer to Europe increasing non-Russian gas supplies, it is also a solution to Russia’s potentially locked-in gas resources. 
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However, Russia’s ability to exploit the opportunity is limited; the largest holder of proven gas reserves in the world will almost 
certainly be ruing its late entry to the LNG market. Russia has been slow, and it is only in recent years that it has made 
greater efforts to develop the capacity to build liquefaction capacity without other countries’ technologies, a process which 
appears far from complete. 
LNG expansion depends on European liquefaction tech 
The country’s first LNG plant was completed only in 2009 on Sakhalin Island on Russia’s Pacific Ocean coast. The 9.6mn 
mt/yr plant uses Shell’s DMR liquefaction technology. Partners in the Sakhalin Energy Investment Company are Gazprom, 
Shell, Mitsui and Mitsubishi. Shell has announced plans to exit all of its joint ventures with Gazprom and suspend all operations 
in Russia in a phased manner, including divestment of its 27.5% stake in the Sakhalin-2 LNG plant. Despite numerous proposed 
projects, it took until 2017 for the country’s second plant to come on-stream, developed not by Gazprom, but privately-owned 
Russian gas company Novatek, a company which has consistently found favour with the government. The Yamal LNG project 
has a capacity of 16.5mn mt/yr from three trains using Air Products’ AP-C3MR liquefaction process. Pipes and equipment 
were supplied by European manufacturers. On March 21, Air Products said that it would divest its interests in Russia and not 
pursue any new business development activities in the country. Yamal LNG is a partnership between Novatek, TotalEnergies, 
CNPC and Silk Road Fund. TotalEnergies has a 20% interest and a further 20% stake in Novatek itself. Unlike Shell, BP, 
ExxonMobil and Equinor, TotalEnergies has not announced any intention to withdraw from Russia. Yamal LNG’s fourth train 
came online last year and has a capacity of 0.9mn mt/yr. It is the first Russian train to use home-grown tech – Novatek’s 
Arctic Cascade liquefaction process. Its deployment has not gone well. According to Novatek CEO Leonid Mikhelson, as quoted 
in the Barents Observer last September, “it’s not about the technology itself … It must be admitted that our manufacturers and 
factories still have to learn how to make good products. We have claims against almost all suppliers of equipment for the 
fourth line.”He concluded, “It works, but it is bad.” At the end of last year, the much-delayed Portovaya LNG Train 1 was 
reported to be in its final stages of commissioning. Located about 150 km northwest of St Petersburg, it is sited near the inlet 
point to the Nord Stream pipeline to Germany. Gas is sourced from the Gryazovets-Vyborg pipeline which brings gas from 
Western Siberia and the Yamal Peninsula. Again, the project was a test of increased Russian content and delivery, this time 
by Gazprom. Russia’s Peton Group was the main engineering, procurement and construction contractor, but the liquefaction 
technology and storage tank were provided by a consortium comprising the European Linde Group, along with Turkey’s 
Renaissance Heavy Industries (RHI). On March 17, Linde confirmed that it was winding down its operations in Russia and had 
suspended all business development for new projects. However, it said it intended to fulfil existing contracts, if sanctions allow. 
How sanctions will affect recent contracts is unclear. Linde and RHI were awarded a contract by Gazprom last autumn for the 
planned Ust-Luga LNG and gas processing complex. The LNG plant is expected to have liquefaction capacity of 13mn mt/yr 
from two trains, but at the end of last year the board of Gazprom approved a memorandum of understanding for a third train. 
Although some reports suggest the complex could be operational in 2023/24, others suggest planning and design is some 
way behind this. Russia also has the Arctic LNG 2 project under construction, a Novatek development. The first 6.6mn mt/yr 
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train is expected onstream as early as 2023, followed by a second train in 2024 and a third in 2026. Still wary of its own 
Arctic Cascade process, Linde is again providing the liquefaction technology. Partners in the project are Novatek, CNOOC, 
CNPC, TotalEnergies, JOG-MEC and Mitsui. 
Double-edged sword 
Given Europe’s new-found thirst for LNG, completion of the Arctic LNG 2 plant would be beneficial in terms of increased LNG 
supply. If shunned by European buyers, Arctic LNG 2 cargoes would head to Asia, satisfying demand there and alleviating 
competition for Atlantic basin LNG. Delays to Russian LNG plants under construction, if brought about either by sanctions or 
self-sanctioning, would be a double-edged sword, increasing the cost of European LNG supplies. However, it is clear that 
Russia does not yet have the capacity to build large LNG plants of its own and that the liquefaction process and equipment, 
as well as storage tanks, are primary bottlenecks. Beyond contracts already signed, Russia will struggle to find the right 
partners to build further plants to relieve its own prospective export bottleneck, leaving the field open to the US, Qatar and 
other LNG suppliers. In the longer term, it could find itself with capital sunk into large pipelines that will only ever deliver gas 
to one dominant consumer market, China. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
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